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sites of leisure
Occupied for the shortest periods of time, sites of leisure include parks, benches, and 
other areas for temporary respite, including the waterfront retaining wall.

sites of Dining
Occupied for a variety of time, ranging from a few minutes to a few hours, sites of 
dining include coffee shopes, casual cafes, and fine dining restaurants.

sites of Entertainment
Occupied for many hours at a time, sites of entertainment ranges from bowling 
alleys and movies theaters to nightclubs and lounges.

sites of Housing
Occupied for the longest duration (from weeks to months) sites of housing include 
not only hotels and rental condos, but also office space and cubicles.
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BATHROOM ENTRY

PULL-OUT LOCKER-ROOM

SLIDE UP FOR WINDOW

PACKED VIEW

UNPACKED VIEW 1

UNPACKED VIEW 2

LOCKER-ROOM ENTRY

ADDITIONAL W
ET COUNTER

WALKWAY EXTENSION

BATHROOM/WET ROOM MODULE

This 8’-4” wide, 10’ - 6” long, 9’-2” high packed
module features a fully function bathroom with an extendable 
changing room function complete with addional water hook-up 
should one be required.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- ADA accessible water closet
- Access along bottom for maintenance purposed
- Semi-moble

KITCHEN/COUNTER MODULE

This 8’-4” wide, 10’ - 0” long, 9’-2” high packed module features a 
galley style kitchen complete convertable elements to create a 
space ranging from bar seating to a table for six
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- Galley kitchen
- Coffee counter setting
- Small kitchen setting
- Full dining setting

UNPACKED VIEW 1

PACKED VIEW 

UNPACKED VIEW 1

FOLD DOWN FOR COUNTER

PULL OUT EXTENSION

BUILT-IN CABINETRY

FULL TABLE FOR SIX

FULL EXTENSION

PULL-OUT ENLARGER

FOLD OUT FOR ENTRY

FOLD OUT FULLY DEPLOYED

OPENING CAN ACCEPT MEDIA WALL

GATHERING MODULE

This 8’-4” wide, 17’ - 0” long, 9’-2” high packed module features a 
large open space with convertable extensions to create even large 

spaces with the possibility of A/V connections
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Spacious open gathering area
- Fully mobile and convertable

-A/V hook-up capabilities

PACKED VIEW 

UNPACKED VIEW 1

UNPACKED VIEW 2

FOLD OUT FOR DESK SUPPORT

SLIDE OUT FOR PRIVACY SCREEN

FOLD OUT FOR DESKTOP

PULL OUT SOOLS

OFFICE/DESK MODULE

This 8’-4” wide, 8’ - 2” long, 9’-2” high packed module features all the 
workings for an office desk. A pull out desk, hidden closet, built-in 

stools, and sliding screens allow for all levels of privacy
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Fully mobile and convertable
-A/V hook-up capabilities

- Secure when stowed

SLIDE FOR CLOSET ACCESS

SLIDE FOR PRIVACY

BATHROOM/WET

KITCHEN/COUNTER

OFFICE/DESK

GATHERING

MOBILITY 
ACCESSORIES

SMALL OFFICE

Using just one semi-truck full of modules, a small office featuring 
one office, one bathroom, the convertable kitchen, and a fully ex-
tened gathering space is created. Using the gathering space for 
working and presenting creates a perfect enviroment for a small 
start-up or an executive suite addition to a larger office.
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The stalled construction site represents a contested urban space caught between the conflicting agendas of many interest groups. From politicians and developers to architects and historic preservationists, ongoing 
debates around the demolition and redevelopment of existing urban fabric often leads to a stalemate, placing parcels of valuable land in a state of limbo for extended stretches of time, from a few months to over 20 
years. Numerous stalled sites of contest, many in central locations with functioning building and infrastructural systems such intact structural frames and access to electricity, and plumbing exist in urban centers 
around the country. Their vacant status presents both an eyesore to adjacent developments and a wasted spatial opportunity.

Making use of the untapped spatial potential of these urban voids, Stalled is an adaptable architectural prototype for small-scale, temporary interventions on vacant sites and properties slated for demolition based on 
a platform for opportunist occupancy. The system presents a modular, easily (dis)assembled kit-of-parts, adaptable to different site constraints, durations of occupancy, and programmatic needs: from pop-up event 
spaces to co-working facilities. Building off the expanding network of sharing economies, this plug-in architectural system operates alongside a symbiotic, custodial membership model. Members receive safe and af-
fordable access to the site’s underused infrastructure. In return, all-hours activity provides a deterrent to vandalism and an additional revenue stream for stalled sites. Through this exchange, Stalled hopes to trans-
form a loophole within the rapid cycles of real estate development into an opportunity to reimagine new models of time-based ownership.


